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ToT in Triggering and Track Layers
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Event Selection and Definitions

Event Selection:
• GltWord=2 (Trigger from 3 consecutive TKR x-y layers)

• GltNumTowers=1 (Single tower events) 

• TkrNumTracks=1 (Single muon tracks)

0 if Left and Right ToTs are both zero or NA

Left ToT if Right ToT = 0

Right ToT if Left ToT = 0

Left and Right ToTs if Left and Right ToTs are > 0

ToT =

Triggering Layers Layers in both views from GltLayer (First Triggering 
Layer) to GltLayer+2 (Last Triggering Layer)

Track Layers Layers in both views from Tkr1FirstLayer (First layer in  
the track) to Tkr1LastLayer (Last layer in the track)
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Data samples
Runs analyzed:

135002052 (baseline run)

101913 events in TWR0

109498 events in TWR4

135002057 (right cable readout)

101249 events in TWR0

108785 events in TWR4

135002103 (left cable readout)

101189 events in TWR0

108600 events in TWR4
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Triggering Layers

No significant 
differences between 
baseline, left and 
right cables readout

40% of events are 
triggering the 3 top 
layers (17,16,15)

In TWR0 there is a 
deficit of events in 
layers 4,3,2

Muon flux
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ToT distribution for Triggering Layers 

No significant 
differences among 
the three runs

Fraction of events 
with ToT=0 less 
than 10-4

Hit capture 
efficiency for 

triggering layers 
≈ 100%
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ToT distribution for Track Layers 

Fraction of layers 
with ToT=0:

• 6% (1.04E5/1.78E6) 
for Tower 0

• 5% (0.97E5/1.9E6) 
for Tower 4

Why ToT=0?

Bad strips

Dead regions

Not captured hits

Tracking ?

No significant 
differences found 
among the three 
runs
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ToT vs cosθ (Triggering Layers)

The ToT is minimum 
for vertical tracks and 
increases with track 
length

There is a difference 
between the average 
ToT values of Tower 0 
and Tower 4, but the 
behavior of ToT vs
cosθ is the same
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ToT vs 1/cosθ (Triggering Layers)

The ToT increases linearly with 1/cosθ (track length)
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ToT vs ϕ (Triggering Layers)

The angular separation 
between maxima (minima) 
is 90°

Maxima correspond to the 
+X,+Y,-X,-Y directions

Again, there is a 
difference between the 
average ToT values of
Tower 0 and Tower 4, but 
the behavior of ToT vs ϕ
is the same
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ToT vs ϕ for X-view and Y-view layers

The ToT dependence on ϕ is 
different for X-view and Y-view 
layers

The angular separation between 
maxima (minima) is 180°

X-view layers show maxima
at 90° and 270° (+Y and –Y)

Y-view layers show maxima
at 0° and 180° (+X and –X)

The ToT depends also on the 
projection of the track length
in the SSD plane (XZ or YZ)
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ToT Vs track length

ϕ → 0

F → 1/cos(θ)

ϕ

θ
Track Length

Projected Track 
Length

F = Track Length / Projected Track Length

Y

Z

X
µ
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ToT vs (θ,ϕ): what did we learn?

Study of the dependence 
of the ToT on cosθ

The ToT is a function 
of the Track Length l

The ToT is a function 
of the projection of the 

Track Length in the 
SSD plane l’

Study of the dependence 
of the ToT on ϕ
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ToT vs l / l’

The ToT depends 
almost linearly on the 

ratio l/l’:
The ToT increases 

with the same rate as 
the ratio l/l’
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Conclusions
The ToT has been analyzed in the Triggering and in the Track Layers:

a small difference between the average ToT values of TWR0 and 
TWR4 has been found

no significant differences found among the baseline, left and right 
cables runs.

the ToT distribution in the Triggering Layers shows an hit capture
efficiency close to 100%

the ToT distribution in the Track Layers shows an overall efficiency 
of about 95%

the ToT dependence on the track parameters has been studied: the 
ToT is proportional to the ratio l’/l and increases with the same 
rate
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